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Abstract
In this study, it was aimed to improve the dielectric properties of ZnO nanoparticles with the addition of hBN, which was 
not previously available in the literature, and thus to expand their usage areas. Sol–gel synthesis method was used in this 
study to create pure and hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) doped zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles. Zinc acetate dihydrate 
Zn(CH3COO)22H2O), sodium hydroxide NaOH, and hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), all from Sigma Aldrich, were used as 
starting reagents. The reagents were dissolved during the sol–gel synthesis by being heated to 90 °C for 4 h in a magnetic 
stirrer. FT-IR, XRD, FE-SEM, EDX characterization techniques, and impedance analyzer were used to find functional 
groups, structural, morphological, and chemical composition, and dielectric properties of the nanoparticles, respectively. 
The produced un-doped and hBN-doped ZnO particles consist of nano-sized structures. Changes occurred in the intensities 
and locations of the XRD diffraction peaks and FT-IR peaks with the addition of hBN. Characteristic peaks of both ZnO 
and hBN were observed in the diffraction peaks of the doped nanoparticles. All nanoparticles were of high purity and were 
successfully produced by the sol–gel method. It was shown that as the hBN doping level increased, there were more hBN 
nanoplates in the ZnO matrix, and the EDX results also showed an increase in hBN addition. The frequency stability of the 
dielectric properties improved after hBN doping. While the dielectric constant at 1 kHz frequency at room temperature is 
12.07 in pure ZnO nanoparticles, the increase up to 55.21 is observed in 10% hBN doped nanocomposites. This situation is 
considered as a great potential for technological applications of this novel nanocomposite material.
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1 Introduction

Nano-sized materials are attracting a lot of attention today 
due to their potential to add new properties to existing 
materials and to apply them to different technologies [1–5]. 
During the production of nanomaterials, significant studies 
are carried out to control the structural and morphological 
properties [5–9].

Metal oxide semiconductors (MOS) are crucial in a vari-
ety of scientific disciplines, including chemistry, physics, 
medicine, and engineering, due to their unique electrical, 
optical, and magnetic characteristic [10, 11]. Due to its dis-
tinctive and new uses in optics, optoelectronics, catalysis, 
and piezoelectricity, research into functional oxide-based, 
one-dimensional nanostructures has rapidly grown since the 
discovery of oxide nanobelts of semiconductor oxides. An 
extensive range of materials with varied chemical composi-
tions and crystallographic structures have been thoroughly 
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studied for using a special class of semi-one-dimensional 
nanomaterials known as semiconductor oxide nanoparticles 
[10].

Zinc oxide (ZnO), a unique natural n-type semiconductor 
among semiconductor materials, has exceptional chemical 
stability, broad and direct band gap (3.37 eV), high exci-
ton binding energy (60 meV) at room temperature and high 
exciton binding energy at low temperatures characteristic 
[10, 11]. ZnO has a hexagonal structure with cell parameters 
a = b = 3.250 and c = 5.206 Å, [4, 5]. Due to its properties, 
ZnO is used in a wide range of applications, including as 
ultraviolet (UV) light emitters, piezoelectric devices, chemi-
cal and gas sensors, transistors, solar cells, catalysts, and 
spintronics [7–9, 12–15]. To date, various methods have 
been used to create nanostructured ZnO powders with dif-
ferent morphologies and ionic additions for fundamental 
research. Numerous ions were identified to improve the 
optical, electrical, and catalytic properties of ZnO pow-
der, increasing the material potential for use in technology 
[14–20].

Because of its essential application, nanotechnology has 
played a significant role in all areas of science for the past 
20 years. The two-dimensional material (2D-mats) created in 
this period, graphene, has exceptional chemical and thermal 
properties, but more critically, exceptional solution worka-
bility to enhance dye degradation [21–24]. Hexagonal boron 
nitride (hBN), often known as “white graphene,” has a huge 
surface area and a polar B and N bond (B-N), which gives 
it outstanding adsorption characteristics against a variety 
of dyes, metallic ions, and organic contaminants [25, 26]. 
A 2-dimensional nanostructure with significant mechani-
cal, electrical, and chemical characteristics is called hBN 
[27]. It is a substance based on hexagonal covalent bonds 
between nitrogen and boron atoms [28]. Between the lay-
ers, there are flimsy Van der Waals bonds [29]. It possesses 
exceptional qualities such as chemical inertness, high ther-
mal conductivity, excellent thermal shock resistance, low 
thermal expansion, high electrical resistance, low dielectric 
constant, and non-toxicity [30–32]. Various techniques, such 
as sol–gel, microemulsion, chemical and hydrothermal and 
precipitation methods, thermal decomposition of organic 
precursors, spray pyrolysis, electro-deposition, ultrasonic 
and microwave-assisted techniques, were used to obtain 
high-quality nanomaterials [11, 33–35].

Particularly important in the creation of nanocomposites 
is the sol–gel process. Due to the fact that, as compared 
to materials made using conventional techniques, sol–gel 
preparation offers a larger specific surface area, superior 
homogeneity and purity, better microstructure control for 
metallic particles, a narrower pore size, and uniform particle 
dispersion. The simplicity, cheap cost, reproducibility, and 
capacity to produce uniform, well-adhered films are the key 
benefits of the sol–gel process [36–39].

The literature has reported on the dielectric constant, 
dielectric loss factors, and conductivity properties of dif-
ferent compounds and these properties are one of the most 
important properties used in the usage areas of solid materi-
als [40–45]. Knowing the dielectric constant and dissipation 
factor properties, which provide very important information 
about the physical and chemical properties of materials, has 
a very important place in electronic device design. In addi-
tion, the distribution of polar groups as well as the dielec-
tric properties of the compounds that make up the materials 
can be controlled with their statistical basic behavior [46]. 
Numerous multifunctional electronic and optoelectronic 
devices could use these dielectric characteristics of materi-
als [47–50].

Numerous studies have recently concentrated on the idea 
that dopant presence can alter ZnO’s dielectric behavior 
[51–53]. According to the research findings, the dielectric 
constant values of metal-doped ZnO are lower than those of 
undoped ZnO bulk materials, and they decrease as the dop-
ing level increases [54–57].

It is well known that hBN has a strong thermal conductiv-
ity and a comparatively low dielectric constant. The crys-
talline structure of hBN is reflected in its plate-like shape, 
and both the dielectric and thermal characteristics are highly 
anisotropic [58–60]. When it comes to electrical resistance 
and dielectric loss, it was found that hBN nanocomposite 
materials outperform metallic fillers and carbon nanopar-
ticles [58, 61].

The main purpose of this study is to expand the usage 
areas of ZnO semiconductor metal oxide, which is used in 
many electronic, optoelectronic and electrochemical tech-
nologies, by improving its dielectric properties. In current 
study, un-doped and doped ZnO nanocomposites with (1, 
5, 10 wt%) hBN were fabricated by sol–gel method, and in 
our knowledge such composites were not produced before. 
When the literature studies of ZnO semiconductor nano-
particles are examined, it is seen that the improvement of 
dielectric and electrical properties can be improved by syn-
thesizing with new reinforcing elements or materials. FT-IR, 
XRD, FE-SEM and EDX characterization techniques were 
used to find functional groups, structural, morphological 
and chemical composition properties of the nanoparticles, 
respectively. Also, the dielectric properties of the produced 
nanoparticles were analyzed and interpreted.

2  Materials and methods

2.1  Synthesis of nanoparticles

Sol–gel synthesis method was used in this study to cre-
ate pure and hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) doped 
zinc oxide (ZnO) nanoparticles. Zinc acetate dihydrate 
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Zn(CH3COO)22H2O), sodium hydroxide NaOH, and hex-
agonal boron nitride (hBN), all from Sigma Aldrich, were 
used as starting reagents. The production steps and produc-
tion scheme of ZnO and hBN-reinforced ZnO nanoparticles 
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The notation and 
additive amounts of the produced nanoparticles are given 
in Table 1. Literature studies were also used during the 
synthesis of nanoparticles [62]. Detailed information about 

Fig. 1  Production steps of nano-
particle fabrication

Fig. 2  Scheme of nanoparticle 
production

Table 1  Sample notation and composition

Sample Content

ZnO Pure ZnO
ZnO-1hBN 1% hBN doped ZnO
ZnO-5hBN 5% hBN doped ZnO
ZnO-10hBN 10% hBN doped ZnO
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the production of pure ZnO nanoparticles was previously 
given in detail in the study carried out by researchers in 
our research team [35]. As a difference, nano-sized hBN 
particles were used as additive materials in this study and all 
other processes were carried out in the same way as in the 
related study. 1, 5, and 10 wt% were chosen as the contribu-
tion rate. Since hBN is chemically inert and insulating, the 
contribution rate was limited to 10% in order not to limit the 
working area too much [63, 64]. To ensure homogeneity, 
three samples were produced from each sample and analyzes 
were performed after the produced nanoparticleswere mixed 
with each other.

2.2  Characterization of nanoparticles

Detailed information about the sutructural, morphologi-
cal and electrical characterizasions of un-doped and doped 
ZnO nanoparticles was previously given in detail in the 
study carried out by researchers in our research team 
[35]. Detailed information about the devices used is given 
in the relevant study and will be briefly mentioned here. 
The functional groups of un-doped and hBN-doped ZnO 
nanoparticles were investigated by FT-IR analysis at wave-
number range of 4000–500  cm−1. Structural properties of 
fabricated all nanoparticles were investigated by XRD tech-
nique. XRD diffraction patterns were recorded under CuKα 
(λ = 1.5406 Å) radiation over 2θ = 20 to 80° scanning range 
and 40 kV/40 mA. Important structural properties of the pro-
duced nanoparticles, such as the lattice parameters (a = b and 
c), volumes of unit cells (V), crystalline size (D) and average 

crystalline size, were calculated using XRD diffraction pat-
terns and equations detailed in literature researches [22–24, 
65–71]. Morphological properties and chemical composi-
tion of all nanoparticles were investigated by FE-SEM and 
EDX techniques, respectively. Impedance analyzers was 
used to analyze dielectric readings in the frequency range 
of 1000–20000 Hz. By using the capacitance, dielectric loss 
factor and conductance values recorded at room temperature, 
the dielectric properties were calculated with the help of 
equation given in literature researches [42, 46, 72].

3  Results and discussion

3.1  Characterization of synthesized ZnO‑hBN 
nanoparticles

In the FT-IR spectra seen in Fig. 3, the peaks at 383, 407, 
480, 512 and 582  cm−1 are correspondent to Zn–O bonding 
[73, 74]. The vibration at 886 cm-1 is thought to be a sub-
stituted hydrogen bond at the oxygen site (HO) attached to 
the lattice site of Zn (i.e., Zn-HO). For ZnO nanoparticles, 
these peaks correspond to the polar stretch vibration modes 
A1 (TO), E1 (TO), A1 (LO), and E1 (LO), respectively. 
Two core B-N peaks were found in FT-IR spectra at 786 
and 1342  cm−1, and they were attributed to B-N-B bend-
ing vibrations and B-N stretched vibration. The last peak 
was associated with the bending vibration A2u mode (out-
of-plane), while the previous peak was found to be well-
matched with the stretching vibration E1u mode (in-plane) 

Fig. 3  FT-IR spectra of the 
synthesized samples
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[75–78]. It was shown that, as the amount of hBN addition 
increased, the hBN peak intensities also increase.

XRD patterns of the synthesized un-doped and hBN-
doped ZnO nanoparticles areshown in Fig. 4 and 2θ values 
are given in Table 2. Tables 3 and 4 shows, a = b, c, V, and 
D values, and average crystalline size of produced nanopar-
ticles, respectively. Detailed analysis results regarding the 
XRD analysis of un-doped ZnO nanoparticles were given 
in detail in our previous study [35], and in present study 
they are briefly mentioned again to show the effect of the 
hBN additive. In pure ZnO nanoparticles, high intensity 

Fig. 4  XRD diffraction patterns 
of synthesized nanoparticles

Table 2  The 2θ values of the diffraction planes of the synthesized 
nanoparticles

Sample/ 
Diffraction 
plane

hBN ZnO ZnO-1hBN ZnO-5hBN ZnO-10hBN

(002) hBN 26.754 – 26.804 26.865 26.890
(100) – 31.898 31.851 31.888 31.913
(002) – 34.524 34.511 34.548 34.560
(101) – 36.382 36.380 36.382 36.389
(102) – 47.681 47.637 47.661 47.661
(110) – 56.740 56.692 56.705 56.742
(103) – 62.964 62.952 62.977 62.989
(200) – 66.509 66.404 66.515 66.515
(112) – 68.085 68.024 68.086 68.098
(201) – 69.188 69.224 69.249 69.323
(004) – 72.654 72.688 72.713 72.861
(202) – 77.226 77.068 77.092 77.030

Table 3  The calculated a, c and V values of synthesized nanoparticles

Sample 2 theta (101) a = b (Å) c (Å) V (Å3)

ZnO 36.382 3.225 5.266 47.435
ZnO-1hBN 36.380 3.225 5.267 47.443
ZnO-5hBN 36.382 3.225 5.267 47.435
ZnO-10hBN 36.389 3.224 5.265 47.409

Table 4  Average crystalline sizes of produced nanoparticles

Average 
crystalline size 
(nm)

ZnO ZnO-1hBN ZnO-5hBN ZnO-10hBN

D (100) 19.846 18.310 18.156 16.988
D (002) 19.845 22.628 22.367 17.661
D (101) 18.953 17.959 17.571 15.982
D (102) 17.045 17.113 16.845 15.256
D (110) 17.371 15.092 14.782 14.302
D (103) 15.572 14.700 14.223 12.938
D (200) 17.175 8.8708 8.631 8.019
D (112) 15.222 13.421 13.044 12.720
D (201) 14.545 12.105 11.823 11.455
D (004) 5.821 1.826 1.828 1.854
D (202) 0.533 0.681 0.642 0.649
Dave 14.720 12.973 12.719 11.620
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peaks were observed at 31.898°, 34.524°, 36.382°, 47.681°, 
56.740°, 62.964°, 66.509°, 68.085°, 69.188°, 72.654° and 
77.226° 2θ degrees, and these peaks are the characteristic 
peaks of ZnO [35, 73, 79]. These peaks are correspondent to 
(100), (002), (101), (102), (110), (103), (200), (112), (201), 
(004) and (202) planes, respectively [74–77]. In the hBN-
doped samples, besides the characteristic peaks belonging 
to pure ZnO, the characteristic peak of hBN at 26.754° 2θ 
is observed and this peak corresponds to the (002) plane 
[80, 81]. It is seen that the (002) peak intensity increases as 
the hBN content increases. It is the same as the reflection 
of the hexagonal graphite structure (002) observed at 2 θ 
∼ 26° [82]. It was observed that the 2θ values shifted with 
the increase of hBN content. The standard values (JCPDS 
Card No. 36-1451) regarding the scanning rate are in agree-
ment with the lattice constants a and c of un-doped and 
Hbn-doped ZnO nanoparticles given in Table 3. The analysis 

results show that the characteristic features of hBN and ZnO 
are remained. The XRD results obtained for the nanoparti-
cles, whose production and analysis were completed, show 
that the hBN component is combined with ZnO.

The a (Å), c (Å), and V (Å3) values calculated using XRD 
patterns are shown in Table 4. The calculated all this values 
are very close to the literature studies of ZnO [83–86]. With 
the increase in the amount of hBN addition to ZnO nanopar-
ticles, the cell parameters and unit cell volume decrease. It 
was also seen in the literature studies that reductions in cell 
parameters occur in doped ZnO nanoparticles [87, 88]. Simi-
larly, it is seen that the mean crystal size of the synthesized 
nanoparticles decreases with the increase in the amount of 
hBN reinforcement nanoparticles [87, 88].

The FE-SEM images and EDX analysis results are 
shown in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. In FE-SEM analysis, it was 
observed that ZnO nanoparticles formed on the hBN 

Fig. 5  FE-SEM images of ZnO nanoparticles

Fig. 6  FE-SEM images of hBN nanoparticles
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Fig. 7  FE-SEM images of ZnO-1hBN nanoparticles

Fig. 8  FE-SEM images of ZnO-5hBN nanoparticles

Fig. 9  FE-SEM images of ZnO-10hBN nanoparticles
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nanoplates. With the increase in the amount of hBN add-
ing, the size of the hBN plates increased and ZnO nano-
particles were formed on the surface of the hBN. The pres-
ence of platelet-like particles is observed in all hBN-doped 
samples. This situation also draws attention in the litera-
ture [89–91]. As a result of EDX analysis, increases in the 
amounts of B and N were observed with the increase in the 

doping ratio. In the EDX analysis results, it was observed 
that Zn, O, N and B elements are present in the samples.

3.2  Dielectric properties

The dielectric constant, dielectric loss and conductivity val-
ues of the produced nanoparticles are shown in Figs. 10, 
11, 12. While the dielectric constant values given in Fig. 8 

Fig. 10  The variation of the 
dielectric constant vs. frequency 
of synthesized nanoparticles

Fig. 11  The variation of the 
dielectric loss vs. frequency of 
synthesized nanoparticles
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show sudden decreases at low frequencies, they approach 
almost constant values at higher frequencies. This is due 
to the fact that dipoles tend to be more directional in the 
low frequency region. The dielectric test was replicated five 
different times at room temperature for each samples. The 
standard deviation and coefficient of variation of the dielec-
tric parameters at 1 kHz for each composite were calculated 
and summarized in Table 5. The coefficient of variation for 
the dielectric constant ranges from 1.26 to 3.07, while for 
the dielectric loss it ranges from 1.36 to 6.25. In addition, 
while the dielectric constant at 1 kHz frequency at room 
temperature is 12.07 ± 0.224 for pure ZnO, it has increased 
to 55.21 ± 0.726 in 10% hBN added composite. This is 
thought to be due to the increased interfacial polarization 
between ZnO and hBN [92–96]. The measurement accuracy 
varies accordingly with sample thickness and spectral posi-
tion. The data quality of this five-sample average indicates 
not only the adequacy of the experimental approach, but 
also excellent sample homogeneity. As can be clearly seen in 

the graph in Fig. 10, the conductivity values increased with 
increasing hBN content. Also the frequency stability of the 
dielectric properties improved after hBN doping. The con-
ductivity value of ZnO in its pure form is 8.35 ×  10–09 S/cm, 
and when 10% hBN is added, it is determined as 3.59 ×  10–08 
S/cm. When the literature studies are examined, it has been 
reported that the hBN additive affects the dielectric proper-
ties positively, as in this study [97–99]. In studies investi-
gating the dielectric properties of undoped or doped ZnO 
nanoparticles with different elements, dielectric constants 
varied between 7 and 10.26, and dielectric loss values var-
ied between 0.04 and 0.212 [100–103]. In our study, these 
values are between 12.070–55.219 and 0.840–20.075 for 
dielectric constant and dielectric loss, respectively. While 
the dielectric constant at 1 kHz frequency at room tempera-
ture is 12.07 in pure ZnO nanoparticles, the increase up to 
55.21 is observed in 10% hBN doped nanocomposites. The 
high dielectric constant shows that the nanocomposite par-
ticles produced have potential for use in the semiconductor 

Fig. 12  The variation of the 
conductivity vs. frequency of 
synthesized nanoparticles

Table 5  Dielectric parameters of samples at room temperature at 1 kHz

*εʹ is dielectric constant; εʺ is dielectric loss factor; SD is standard deviation; and COV is coefficient of variation

Sample Dielectric 
constant (ɛʹ)

SD (COV) Dielectric loss (ɛʺ) SD (COV) AC conduc-
tivity μS/cm

SD (COV) Log σac (S/cm)

ZnO 12.070 0.224 (1.85%) 0.840 0.004 (4.76%) 0.00835 0.00111 (13.31%) − 8.070
hBN 5.462 0.168 (3.07%) 0.032 0.002 (6.25%) 0.00334 0.00029 (8.71%) − 19.516
ZnO-1hBN 16.704 0.257 (1.53%) 2.253 0.084 (3.72%) 0.01030 0.00093 (9.12%) − 18.390
ZnO-5hBN 30.808 0.391 (1.26%) 3.652 0.109 (2.98%) 0.01900 0.00115 (6.08%) − 17.801
ZnO-10hBN 55.219 0.726 (1.31%) 20.075 0.281 (1.39%) 0.03590 0.00105 (2.95%) − 17.141
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electronics industry. The dielectric parameters indicate that, 
regardless of the contribution of the crystalline phases, per-
ceived porosity might be the main factor in determining the 
relative dielectric constant values. But the hBN to ceramic 
bands' platelet-like crystal structure also contributes signifi-
cantly to the dielectric response. It shows that, despite high 
apparent porosity, which lowers the material relative dielec-
tric constant, high apparent porosity does not prevent the 
material from being employed as a high-frequency substrate. 
The latency of electromagnetic signals transmitted by high 
frequency devices is therefore decreased by integrating with 
hBN study [97–99, 104]. As a result, multilayer hBN doped 
ceramic tapes are considered to be a crucial high-frequency 
substrate for electronic transmission devices.

4  Conclusions

When the structural and morphological analyses of the nano-
particles produced by the sol–gel synthesis method were 
completed, it was observed that the ZnO nanoparticles and 
the hBN reinforced ZnO nanoparticles were combined at 
nanoscale and successfully synthesized. The distinctive 
peaks of ZnO and hBN nanoparticles were identified, and 
as the hBN contribution increased, the peaks shifted and 
grew in size. As a result of FE-SEM analysis of ZnO nano-
particles, it was observed that the hBN nanorods grew sig-
nificantly with the increase of hBN doping. It was also seen 
in EDX results that Zn, O, B and N contributions were suc-
cessfully reached. As the amount of hBN reinforcement in 
the nanocomposites increased, a rise in dielectric constant 
was seen. This rise is assumed to be a result of nanocompos-
ites' shifting load centers. The hBN addition to ZnO nano-
particles contributed to the improvement of the dielectric 
response. It was observed that the increase in hBN content 
led to a significant reduction in dielectric loss, and it pro-
vides a great potential for technological applications. Thus, 
the frequency stability of the dielectric properties improved 
after adding. For example, the variation of dielectric con-
stant is 0.91 for pure hBN in the frequency range of 102 to 
20 kHz, while it is only 0.39 for 10% ZnO doped composite. 
The electrical differences between ZnO-hBN nanoparticles 
lead to charge transport and accumulation at the interface. 
The resulting interfacial polarization leads to an increase 
in dielectric constant, dielectric loss and AC conductivity 
values. these composites can be one of the most fundamental 
materials with the potential applications in energy storage 
devices, solar cell production and photovoltaic devices.
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